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In 1964, Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson began a series of Pygmalion-type experiments in a San Francisco Bay Area elementary school with a mix of low and middle income students (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). Just before the school year began, each of the school’s 18 teachers was given the names of about five students who, based on a test administered several months before, were alleged to be “academic spurters”—children with exceptional academic promise. In fact these children had been chosen at random from the much larger set of tested students. An IQ test administered at the end of the academic year showed that, among other results, first and second graders in the “spurter” group had larger intellectual gains than did their peers. Teachers described these spurters as having a better chance of being successful in later life and as being happier, more curious, and more interesting than were other children. These results, published in the 1968 book Pygmalion in the Classroom, were widely discussed and bitterly disputed and inspired changes in classroom practice.

Replication studies quickly appeared, some of which attempted to exactly reproduce the original Pygmalion study conditions, while others explored the robustness of the original results to variations in the context in which the original experiment was conducted. Some of these studies replicated the original Pygmalion effects, while others did not. In 1984, the 18 high-quality published studies on this topic were subjected to a meta-analysis (Raudenbush, 1984). The results showed a clear pattern in which studies that misled teachers before they had much contact with students produced much larger effects ($d = +0.23$), on average, than cognitive dissonance-invoking studies that tried to mislead teachers after they had a chance to observe student performance themselves ($d = -0.06$).

Replication and robustness are key components of the scientific method and a staple of a range of academic disciplines including, in the case of replication, experimental psychology, clinical trials, and most of the natural sciences (see Jasny, Chin, Chong, & Vignieri, 2011, for a recent summary of replication issues across various disciplines). Raudenbush (1984) showed how variation in the contextual conditions (in this case, the timing of the treatment)
employed by independent researchers and their synthesis provided a much more robust and compelling picture of the nature of classroom Pygmalion effects than did either the original study or any single replication effort viewed in isolation. Robustness-checking procedures can be incorporated into individual articles by, for example, determining whether key results are robust across data sets and population subgroups as well as to alternative estimation procedures. We illustrate these practices below.

As suggested by the provocative title “Why Most Published Research Findings Are False,” Ioannidis’s (2005) investigation of original medical research studies and their replications showed a disturbing tendency for replications to fail to confirm the magnitude and often the very existence of original results (see also Lehrer, 2010). His framework suggests that medical research findings are less likely to replicate when the studies conducted in a field are smaller; when effect sizes are smaller; when there is a greater number and lesser preselection of tested relationships; where there is greater flexibility in designs, definitions, outcomes, and analytical modes; when there is greater financial and other interest and prejudice; and when more teams are involved in a scientific field in chase of statistical significance. (Ioannidis, 2005, p. 0696)

Many of these conditions characterize empirical studies in the social sciences, including developmental psychology. But little is known about the extent to which results from developmental studies are robust to alternate specifications because, as we show below, both external replication and within-study robustness practices are rare in articles published in the field’s top journals and are no more common now than two decades ago.

To provide some perspective on the frequency of replication and robustness-checking practices within the social and behavioral sciences, we tabulate the frequency of both kinds of practices for recent articles published in Child Development and Developmental Psychology as well as in two well-regarded journals in a sister behavioral science—economics—that publish empirical articles. There is substantial overlap in subject areas studied by applied economists and developmental psychologists, as both disciplines are interested in understanding, predicting, and explaining human behavior. This focused comparison of replication practices was carried out with recent publications and, in order to provide some historical perspective on replication practices, in journal articles published two decades ago.

We found few examples of deliberate replications in empirical articles in either developmental psychology or in applied economics. But we did find striking differences in the frequency with which robustness practices are employed. They are widespread in applied economics articles but quite rare in developmental journals. Our purpose was not to argue that economics or any other behavioral science has a monopoly on best practices (coding the quality of measurement practices in the two sets of journals undoubtedly would have produced results strongly favoring developmental journals), but rather to show that it is possible for some of the practices we argue to be essential for scientific progress in a social and behavioral science discipline are normative in a field’s published research articles.

We begin with a selective review of the foundational methodological literature in the social and behavioral sciences. The third section provides illustrations of the set of replication and robustness practices we advocate. In the fourth section, we examine empirical articles in a sample of developmental psychology and economics journals in order to document the prevalence of independent replications and within-study robustness checks. The fifth section details our recommendations, which include targeting graduate student training and peer review as promising avenues for promoting replication and robustness practices in developmental psychology and articulating editorial board endorsement of such practices.

Background

Replication, long a staple of the physical and biomedical sciences, has also been advocated by prominent methodologists in the social sciences. Psychologist Donald Campbell (1966) framed his discussion of “knowing in science” in terms of pattern matching, in which formal theory constitutes one pattern against which patterns emerging from various sources of data are continually matched. His position draws from the Popperian pillar of falsification: “Our established scientific theories at any time are thus those that have been repeatedly exposed to falsification, and have so far escaped being falsified . . . ” (Campbell, 1966, p. 96; emphasis added). Elsewhere, he wrote,

In general, the absence of the norms and practices of replication . . . are major problems for the social sciences. From the standpoint of an epistemologically relevant sociology of science, this absence makes it theoretically predictable that the social disciplines will make little progress. (Campbell, 1986, pp. 122–123)

Lee Cronbach’s (1982, 1986) argument for replication stemmed from the importance of context for understanding developmental and social phenomena. After observing that Darwin failed to record what proved to be the key ingredient for understanding evolution—location—for his collection of finches from the Galapagos Islands, Cronbach went on to argue that the combination of persons and contexts are fundamental for observing and processing data. He coined the term uto as an observation that combines the subject (unit) with context (treatment). A given researcher collects lowercase utos and seeks, through theory, to generalize to the larger class of uppercase UTOs. But such generalization is hazardous:

A principal advantage of the social sciences and history over other sources of social ideas is the reproducibility that reports at the operational levels uto and UTO can claim. A discipline learns a great deal about how to make studies reproduceable . . . The limitations of particular techniques are searched out and controls are devised; a technology of investigation develops. When observations are guided by such expertise, a contradictory outcome in a companion study is as enlightening as a confirmation, if not more so. (Cronbach, 1986, p. 94)

Implicit in both Campbell’s (1986) and Cronbach’s (1982) discussions are the value of investigating the robustness of initial results across experiments or data sets (Campbell) and context (Cronbach). The call for external replication of empirical research findings by independent researchers has increased considerably in recent years. Less recognized, and therefore featured in this article, is the value in nonexperimental research of internal robustness practices; methods applied within research articles including the use, when possible, of multiple data sets, multiple estimation
techniques, and subgroup analyses. We argue that research findings are more informative and more persuasive when researchers take the time to demonstrate that their results are robust across variations in methods, procedures, subject populations, and estimation techniques and therefore are more worthy of dissemination to the field.

In her classic empirical study of the childhood antecedents of adult antisocial behavior, Lee Robins (1978) summed up these arguments in the following way:

> In the long run, the best evidence for the truth of any observation lies in its replicability across studies. The more the populations studied differ, the wider the historical eras they span; the more the details of the methods vary, the more convincing becomes that replication. (Robins, 1978, p. 611)

Despite the fact that replication and robustness checking should be a staple in the social sciences, the publication process in general, and within the discipline of developmental psychology specifically, does not reward external replication studies and within-study robustness checking. Top journals in developmental psychology appear motivated to publish novel research that will be of interest to their readerships and advance knowledge in the field by making a “new” contribution. Because replication is not valued as highly as discovering theoretically novel, but possibly nonreplicable, results, replication studies are not perceived as making a substantive contribution or advancing knowledge at the level of novel research questions. Moreover, these journals rarely require that authors engage in any of the robustness-checking procedures we describe below that would at least ensure that their novel results hold up in other data sets or across estimation strategies.

Developmental psychology is certainly not alone in its aversion to publishing replications. French (2012) provided an account of his struggle to publish a three-laboratory failure to replicate Daryl Bem’s (2011) research, published in the *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*, supporting the hypothesis of “precognition,” which in Bem’s case meant that ability to recall words was enhanced by training after the memory test. Although Bem himself encouraged attempts to replicate his results, neither the *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology* nor two other leading psychology journals would even send the article out for review. Further, this general aversion to replication appears to be longstanding and to hold across disciplines in the social sciences. Van IJzendoorn (1994) noted that replication studies in both sociology and education are very rare.

Despite a general aversion to replication studies, enough studies on related topics of interest are published to support the publication of periodic meta-analyses in some areas of social science (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). In summarizing results from largely independent investigators who typically adopt different methods and study disparate populations, meta-analyses embody some of the replication desiderata outlined by Campbell (1966, 1986) and Cronbach (1982, 1986).

Further, by presenting a standardized summary of results, meta-analyses can provide information on systematic variation across studies that can directly inform a reader’s understanding of the generalizability of results (van IJzendoorn, 1994). A limitation of meta-analysis is that it is based on existing research, much of which has employed diverse procedures and little of which was a conscious attempt to replicate other work. Meta-analysis is forced to resort to standardizing procedures through regression controls for the coded characteristics of its studies. In contrast, explicit replication studies approximate standardization through study design. That said, our empirical investigation of the frequency of replication practices in leading journals includes meta-analytic approaches.

Even in the case of novel research, publication bias, the fact that statistically significant results are much more likely to be published (Greenwald, 1975), may prevent researchers from investigating the robustness (replicability/generalizability) of their results across multiple data sets, demographic subgroups within a single data set, or estimation techniques for fear of generating null or contradictory findings. As we document below, these internal robustness practices have become the norm in at least some other social and behavioral science disciplines.

Beyond fulfillment of Campbell’s (1986) “little progress” prediction, disciplines that do not encourage replication incur an even greater risk: fraud. A recent *New York Times* article described the career of a psychologist who was revealed to have falsified and fabricated results. The psychologist “took advantage of a system that allows researchers to operate in near secrecy and massage data to find what they want to find, without much fear of being challenged” (Caren, 2011, para. 3). This represents an extreme example of what can happen in a field when data are mostly proprietary, a lack of transparency is the norm, and the culture does not support external replication and internal robustness checks. Our concern is much less with fraud than with the potential frailty of results that have not been proven to be robust across a variety of specifications and of which external replication is not encouraged.

### Types of Replication and Robustness-Checking Practices

As illustrated by the studies included in Raudenbush’s (1984) meta-analysis of Pygmalion experiments, independent replications of published research articles have a long history in psychological research. In addition to these independent replications, we also argue for the value of robustness-checking practices within a given research article. These include the use of multiple estimation techniques, multiple data sets, and subgroup analysis, where possible, which can provide insight into the robustness and generalizability of results. We now provide examples of each of these practices.

#### Multiple Estimation Techniques

Magnuson, Ruhm, and Waldfogel (2007) use a variety of statistical approaches to estimate impacts of attending a prekindergarten program on a child’s achievement and behavior at the beginning of kindergarten. Since Magnuson et al. lacked data on children randomly assigned to attend a prekindergarten program or not, they resorted to regression analyses of nationally representative data from the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study—Kindergarten Cohort (ECLS-K; National Center for Education Statistics, n.d.). To adjust for possible biases arising from parent selection, Magnuson et al. controlled statistically for an unusually rich set of child and parent demographic characteristics. Concentrating on the contrast of attending prekindergarten programs and all other forms
of care and the outcomes of reading achievement and externalizing behavior problems, estimates from their regression models suggest that attending a prekindergarten program is associated with a 0.12-SD increase in reading achievement but also a 0.11-SD increase in externalizing behavior problems in the fall of kindergarten. Both of these estimates are statistically significant (p < .001).

Worried about the lingering possibility of selection bias, Magnuson et al. (2007) replicated their analysis using propensity score matching methods which, at +0.14 SD and +0.10 SD, produced estimates of reading and behavioral impacts that were very similar to those from the initial analysis. A second replication used teacher “fixed effects” to estimate the association between attending prekindergarten and later outcomes based exclusively on comparisons of children who shared the same kindergarten teacher. In this case, resulting estimates were somewhat smaller; both were +0.08 SD.

A third and final replication analysis used instrumental variables (IV) methods. In brief, IV estimates use an “instrument” to identify the causal relationship of interest, often with the loss of some generalizability (for an explanation of this method, see Gennetian, Magnuson, & Morris, 2008). As is often the case with IV methods, both the estimated associations and their standard errors were much larger than the estimates from other methods. The value of the IV estimates in this case is that they suggested that the other estimates were unlikely to be overstating the true effects of attending prekindergarten. Their overall conclusion, based on results from the four different estimation methods, is that prekindergarten programs appear to have measurable but modest (ranging from +0.08 SD to +0.14 SD) positive effects on kindergarten-entry reading achievement and adverse positive effects on externalizing behavior problems that are similar in size.

Multiple Data Sets

Published in Developmental Psychology, Duncan et al.’s (2007) study of school readiness illustrates the use of multiple data sets within a single article. The focus of the article was on estimating longitudinal associations between school-entry measures of achievement (literacy and numeracy) and socioemotional behaviors (social skills and attention, antisocial, and internalizing problems) and later school achievement. The study’s key analyses involved regressing reading and mathematics achievement in later grades (from tests and teacher ratings) on school-entry measures of achievement, attention, and socioemotional behaviors, and where available, child IQ, behavior, and temperament as well as parent education and income, all measured prior to school entry.

Duncan et al. (2007) used six large longitudinal data sets containing the necessary information—the ECLS-K (National Center for Education Statistics, n.d.), the Children of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY; Bureau of Labor Statistics, n.d.), the NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development (NICHD SECCYD; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, n.d.), the British Birth Cohort Study (Centre for Longitudinal Studies, n.d.), the Infant Health and Development Program (Gross, Spiker, & Haynes, 1997), and the Montreal Longitudinal-Experimental Preschool Study (Tremblay, Vitaro, Nagin, Pagani, & Séguin, 2003). The estimation of similar models across these six data sets yielded many similarities and some notable differences. A meta-analysis of the 238 coefficients generated by the various regressions showed that early math skills had the greatest predictive power, followed by reading skills and then attention problems. By contrast, antisocial and internalizing behavior problems were generally insignificant predictors of later academic performance.

The ordering of the associations differed somewhat across some of the data sets, For example, in the NLSY, early reading achievement was more predictive of later reading achievement than early math. In the case of the ECLS-K, early math was considerably more predictive of later reading than was early reading. In the case of the NICHD SECCYD, attention skills were more predictive than early math, with early reading being the most important predictor of later reading. Thus, despite the generally similar patterns of coefficients, use of just one of the six data sets could have produced some results that differed from the other five.

Subgroup Replication

Fryer and Levitt (2006) can serve to illustrate the practice of investigating whether key results are robust across demographic subgroups not hypothesized to moderate the effects being estimated. Using data from the nationally representative ECLS-K, they described Black–White test score gap trajectories over the first 4 years of school. They found that Black children enter school substantially behind their White counterparts in reading and math, but they also showed that Black students lose substantial ground (about 0.10 standard deviations per school year) relative to other racial/ethnic subgroups over the first 4 years of school. The focus of their article is on these growing gaps, which, after controlling for family background characteristics, amount to a 0.31 SD gap for math and a 0.41 SD gap for reading.

To explore the robustness of these results, Fryer and Levitt (2006) estimated gap growth within demographic subgroups defined by child gender, socioeconomic quintile, family structure, region, urban/rural location, and school type (public vs. private; majority vs. minority Black enrollment)—some 21 subsamples in all. Gap growth estimates are remarkably similar across most of these categories, never falling below 0.19 SD for math and 0.31 SD for reading. All in all, these sensitivity analyses illustrate the nearly universal nature of the problem of Black students falling behind their White counterparts in the early school grades in the United States.

A Focused Comparison of Empirical Articles in Developmental Psychology and a Sister Behavioral Science, Economics

We conducted an empirical investigation of replication and robustness-checking practices in developmental psychology and a sister behavioral science discipline, economics, using well-regarded journals focused on broad topics that overlapped substantially with topics covered in developmental journals. In determining what area of social science to use as a comparison, we considered journals in education and sociology (in particular, sociology of education), but we opted instead for applied economics owing to our familiarity with the journals and to the emphasis in both disciplines on understanding and explaining individual human behavior.

To represent developmental psychology, we chose Child Development (CD) and Developmental Psychology (DP). For economics...
as a whole, the most highly regarded journals (e.g., *American Economic Review, Journal of Political Economy* [AEJAE]) publish a wide-ranging set of theoretical and empirical articles, with many of the empirical articles focused on data and methods (e.g., time series regression analyses of macroeconomic topics) that bear little resemblance to the topics that are of specific interest in developmental psychology. So we instead opted to code articles from journals in applied microeconomics: the *Journal of Human Resources* (*JHR*), a leading applied journal consisting of empirical articles on families, children and the labor market, and the AEJAE, a relatively new journal sponsored by the American Economic Association and devoted to applied empirical articles on topics that often include child well-being. Our choice to focus on these journals in applied economics is akin to focusing on *Developmental Psychology* as opposed to *Psychological Science*.

**Procedures**

With details provided in the online supplemental material, we coded 50 of the most recent empirical articles (as of August 2011) in each of the two leading developmental psychology and applied microeconomics journals. We chose 50 articles since this number provides reasonable power to detect substantial differences (specifically, 80% power to detect a difference in replication practice frequency of about 18 percentage points) between any pair of journals.

To assess change in replication and robustness-checking practices over time, we also coded 50 articles from the same journals published 20 years ago (as of August 1991). We chose a 20-year interval as a balance between a desire to contrast "then and now" and the value of confining the "then" point to a time when computing power was sufficiently available so that sophisticated replication practices were feasible, albeit with considerably more effort than today.

As can be seen in Table 1, these four journals share several characteristics. Relatively small numbers of articles were based on random assignment of participants to treatment and control conditions. The low rates of random assignment studies in the developmental journals surprised us, since it is sometimes argued that the strong internal validity of random-assignment experiments outweighs whatever virtues replication might hold. The two developmental journals included many articles based on data generated from labs, some of which featured several studies based on random subsets of research participants, but any given study rarely assigned participants to treatment and control conditions. The largest percentage of random assignment studies in developmental psychology was found in recent issues of *Developmental Psychology*, with 10% of articles reporting results from studies with this design. Random assignment was somewhat more common in the *American Economic Journal: Applied Economics*, with about one sixth of articles analyzing results from studies that used randomization.

The use of publicly available data sets can increase transparency and make it easier for an independent investigator to attempt an exact replication of published research. Use of publicly available data sets has become considerably more frequent in both *CD* and *DP* over the past 20 years. And, in contrast to what might be expected, public use data bases were common in only one of the economics journals (*JHR*); the AEJAE was less likely to publish recent articles based on public-use data than either of the two developmental journals.

One comparative dimension that we were unable to code for is the cost of data collection. Intensive data collection procedures such as imaging or high dimensional data (e.g., functional magnetic resonance imaging, electroencephalography) or videotaped behavioral observations and the time needed to code them generate much larger data collection costs per subject than do studies that rely on surveys or administrative data. Since these are more common practices in developmental than economic studies, they may help explain some of the differences. On the other hand, even survey-based studies can incur per-responder interviewing costs in excess of $1,000 if high standards regarding population representation, data quality, and response rates are maintained.

**Replication and Internal Robustness-Checking Practices**

Meta-analysis is an explicit form of external replication. Although both *CD* and *DP* do publish meta-analyses, none of the 200 articles we coded in these two journals contained a meta-analytic article (see Table 2). Nor were any published in our two economics journals.

Replications can also consist of explicit attempts to reproduce the results of published research using either the same or different

---

**Table 1: Descriptive Characteristics of Coded Articles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal and rate of agreement</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>No. of articles coded</th>
<th>No. of nonempirical articles not coded</th>
<th>Public-use data sets*</th>
<th>Random assignment to treatment/control conditions*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Development</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 years ago</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental Psychology</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 years ago</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Human Resources</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 years ago</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Economic Journal:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage agreement (5 raters coding 14 randomly sampled articles)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93 99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Results are expressed as the percentage of total articles coded.
Table 2
Replication and Robustness-Checking Practices in Four Journals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal and rate of agreement</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Meta-analysis</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Limited</th>
<th>Explicit replication of prior research</th>
<th>Robustness-checking practices</th>
<th>Any replication or robustness checks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Development</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 years ago</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental Psychology</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 years ago</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Human Resources</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 years ago</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Economic Journal:</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage agreement (5 raters coding 14 randomly sampled articles) 100 100 97 97 97 87

Note. Results are expressed as a percentage of total articles coded. The final column includes meta-analyses as well as primary, but not limited, explicit replications.

data. We distinguished between articles in which such an explicit replication played a primary versus a limited role in an article. An example of a primary replication was Moffitt and Rangarajan (1991), which was published in the JHR. It replicated (and extended) the work of two previous studies with conflicting results seeking to understand the effect of tax rates on welfare recipients’ labor force participation.

An example of a limited replication, taken from DP, is Fuhs and Day (2011), which examined the factor structure of executive function measures in a sample of Head Start children. They attempted to replicate previous studies of executive function factor structures in preschool children, but this replication was not the primary aim of their study. As can be seen in Table 2, primary replications are very rare in all four of the journals we analyzed.

We have argued for the value of investigating the robustness of key results within a single article to variations in data analytic approach, and demographic subgroups. A key robustness-checking practice is the use of the same estimation methods on two or more data sets within an article. An example of multiple-data replication is Bachman, Staff, O’Malley, Schulenberg, and Freedman (2011), which uses two independent cohorts of the nationally representative Monitoring the Future project to estimate whether long hours of paid employment during high school affect substance use and educational attainment. A recent example from economics is Fryer and Levitt’s (2010) use of the ECLS-K as well as international data from the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study and Program for International Student Assessment to examine the gender gap in mathematics. As can be seen in Table 2, within-article multiple data set robustness checking has become somewhat more frequent in the JHR but remains very rare in both CD and DP.

A second form of within-study robustness check that we coded was whether results from one modeling approach or estimation strategy were compared with results from an alternative but still plausibly appropriate modeling approach applied to the same data. For example, an article would be coded as using multiple estimation strategies if results from a conventional ordinary least squares regression estimation are compared with results estimated using sibling fixed effects or instrumental variables techniques. The Magnuson et al. (2007) article discussed earlier exemplifies this. Table 2 shows large disciplinary differences in this robustness-checking practice. Virtually no developmental articles used multiple estimation strategies, but two thirds of the current economics articles we coded did.

The third type of within-study robustness check consisted of instances of estimating key models across distinct sample subgroups. This is a form of moderation analysis, although in this case the goal is to assess the generalizability (and therefore robustness) of results across demographic subgroups within a diverse sample rather than to test for theoretically interesting subgroup differences. Articles were coded positively if they reported that subgroup analyses had been conducted for at least two subsamples (the most common examples are gender, race/ethnicity, and age subgroups). An example is Wang (2011), which examined age and gender differences using analysis of variance in her experimental study of infants’ spatial representations. In another example, de Walque (2010) investigated whether the estimated effects of education and information on smoking prevalence were similar across subgroups defined by gender, age, and education level. Here again, striking disciplinary differences emerge, with most economics articles now including these kinds of robustness checks but only 6% to 26% of developmental articles doing so.

As a summary of external replication and internal robustness practices, we calculated the fraction of articles with at least one such practice: the use of meta-analytic techniques, an explicit replication that was the article’s primary purpose, use of two or more data sets or estimation strategies, or analysis addressing the generalizability of key finding across demographic subgroups. Over three quarters of articles in economics journals were found to engage in at least one such practice, compared with one third of the articles in Developmental Psychology and less than one fifth of the articles in Child Development.
Summary and Recommendations

We agree with Campbell (1986) that “the absence of the norms and practices of replication . . . are major problems for the social sciences” (p. 122). We have provided evidence that at least one sister discipline to developmental psychology frequently publishes articles that employ robustness-checking practices aimed at addressing this problem. Some influential journals in applied micro-economics have explicit editorial statements encouraging external replication, and the research norm for all empirical articles in economics is to provide at least some evidence of the robustness of key results across multiple data sets, estimation methods, or distinct subgroups. This is not the case for the two major journals in developmental psychology we analyzed. Articles that included explicit replication of results from other research studies were rare: less than one in 10. A similarly small fraction assessed the robustness of their results by applying a common analytic strategy across two or more data sets.

The high-stakes nature of publishing and the current culture around peer review lead us to anticipate that little progress will be made on this issue without explicit steps promoting external replication and within-study robustness-checking practices. Nosek, Spies, and Motyl (2012) argued that current publishing practices create a disconnect between what is “good for scientists and what is good for science” (p. 616). Recent efforts on the part of several psychologists to promote external replication and transparency in the field are promising. Hal Pashler and colleagues have created a website (http://psychfiledrawer.org) through which researchers can upload and explore replications in psychology, whether they succeeded or failed. Similarly, the Center for Open Science includes a website (http://centerforopenscience.org) designed to allow researchers to document every aspect of their research and plans to reproduce every study published in three important psychology journals since 2008 through a new type of article and review process that will be developed specifically for replications (Yong, 2013).

Replication and robustness-checking practices in the social sciences are also enhanced by appropriate data documentation and avenues for data sharing. Data-sharing archives are growing in size and have become easier to navigate. In order to improve the number and quality of replications, investigators engaging in laboratory experiments should include with their public use data file and codebooks a video of the research protocol. According to psychologist Susan Gelman (cited in Medin, 2013):

This small step would potentially have several benefits: (a) replication attempts would be more uniform, and the effects of slight procedural variations would be easier to measure; (b) methodological flaws in items or procedure would be more apparent; (c) unconscious cuing of participants may be detectable; and (d) researchers may be encouraged to be more accountable in ensuring that procedural details are thoughtfully considered in the design phase of the research and uniformly followed during data collection.

As to external replication, it is not uncommon for doctoral programs in economics to require students to conduct a replication study of an article of interest during their first year. Lieberman (2012) argued for a more formal version of this in psychology. In his plan, a professional society would poll its members annually to generate a list of 10 studies that would profit from attempted replication and whose research questions and analyses could be replicated without extensive, costly, or lengthy new data collection efforts. Authors of the 10 articles would be encouraged to provide explicit details about their research methods. First-year graduate students would be encouraged to work with their advisers to attempt replications, with the results guaranteed publication in a newly created online Journal of Psychology Replications. The benefits to graduate students are obvious: They would engage in up-to-date research practices, generate results that would need to be thoughtfully reconciled with existing research, and produce a sole- or first-author publication.

This article has focused on both external replication and within-article robustness-checking practices. As we describe above, it appears that important steps are being taken toward increasing the number and quality of external replications in some branches of psychology. However, we believe that there is equal value in encouraging developmental psychologists to check the robustness of their key results using one or more of the approaches we suggest. As with the Magnuson et al. (2007) article described above, this can take the form of adopting multiple estimation techniques to ensure that key results are robust to plausible alternative modeling approaches. As with Duncan et al. (2007), this can take the form of demonstrating key results (in this case, of associations between school-entry capacities and later school achievement) replicated across six data sets. Or, as with Fryer and Levitt (2006), this can take the form of showing that key results (in this case, growth in test score gaps between Black and White students) are similar across varying geographic areas and family circumstances. As can be seen in the examples we provide, various internal robustness practices can be included in a single article, and which replication practices should be utilized depends on the nature of the questions researchers are exploring as well as on the available data.

We outline one key replication practice and five key robustness-checking practices in the following checklist:

1. Are your data similar enough to those used in published studies on your topic for you to perform a replication of those published studies? If so, can you reject the null hypothesis that your results are identical to those in the other studies? Such a replication can serve as a prelude to the main analysis featured in your paper.
2. Attempt to secure comparable sources of data and explore whether estimates from the key empirical model in the original analysis are similar if estimated on other data sets. Provide estimates based on those alternative data sets in the body or appendix of the article, supported by significance tests of the null hypothesis of equal parameter estimates.
3. In most cases, several alternative estimation techniques (e.g., controlling for selection bias with regression controls vs. propensity-score technique; HLM vs. Huber-White adjustments for clustered observations) can be used to generate estimates of key model parameters. Provide estimates based on those alternative estimation techniques in the body or appendix of the article, and summarize the results in the text.
4. All empirical articles incorporate assumptions and decisions regarding case selection, variable construction, and missing data treatment. Explore whether plausible alternative assumptions or decisions change the key results in fundamental ways.
5. If the sample is sufficiently large and diverse, explore whether the key results are similar across major subgroups for which moderation is not hypothesized.

6. Prepare data and documentation for release to qualified researchers, ensuring that confidentiality promises have been kept. The data and documentation materials should be sufficiently transparent that independent researchers can readily reproduce basic analyses.

As noted above, not all of these efforts need to be detailed in the main print articles. Online appendices provide unlimited space for details, and the main body of an article can refer briefly—in footnotes or short Extension sections—to the alternative procedures that were attempted, summarizing the results that were obtained. It is not expected that all results on key parameters will be identical and statistically significant. Instead, the goal is to show that the main results presented in the article are representative of those that would be obtained in alternative approaches. Indeed, as our earlier quotations from Campbell (1966) and Cronbach (1986) indicated, resolving differences in coefficient estimates can lead to additional insights and analyses and stronger (more replicable and robust) research.

Some of our recommended replication practices, in particular within-article robustness checks, are not well suited for studies conducted on small samples gathered by independent researchers. Here we suggest that such studies should be carefully scrutinized by editors and reviewers and considered to have relatively less value, particularly in cases where there are substantial barriers to external replication efforts. If there is little prospect for establishing whether novel results from such studies are reproducible, how much weight should be accorded to their scientific merit? The procedures and standards for empirical research in all sciences evolve with time to be consistent with best practice. If Campbell’s (1966, 1986) theory-based prediction that failure to prioritize replication will ensure little disciplinary progress, then it may be necessary to redefine best practice to ensure that replication, within and/or across individual studies, is a key potential part of it.

Teaching robustness-checking techniques as part of graduate training is an important first step toward creating norms around replication. Graduate students need to be taught that the goal of research should not be to generate a result that passes muster at the 5% threshold for statistical significance in a single data set. Rather, the goal is to discover conceptually and theoretically interesting results that are robust to choice of data set, estimation method, and subject sample. Estimates will of course vary across these robustness checks, and some may well drop below conventional levels of statistical significance. That is to be expected even if “true” effects are substantial.

Across the majority of research topics, it is usually possible to engage in some combination of robustness and falsification testing as part of the process of completing an empirical article. Workshops at professional meetings could provide training to young scholars on best methods for robustness-checking procedures.

Implications for Journals

We recognize that some journals may be reluctant to allocate scarce journal space to publishing articles that provide evidence that key results are robust to alternative estimation techniques or across multiple data sets and subgroups. But the availability of online appendices and the success of journals such as *Science* or the *Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences* show that journal articles can be structured with various mixtures of main article and appendix material.

Finally, the most important step would be editorial board endorsement of policies encouraging external replication and within-study robustness checks. We propose the following guidelines, which have been fashioned after the editorial statement of the *Journal of Human Resources*:

1. Manuscripts will be judged in part by whether they have reconciled their results with those in published research on the same topic.

2. Authors of novel research are strongly encouraged to undertake replication and robustness checking within their articles. These include confirmation of key results across multiple data sets or across demographic subgroups within a single data set and attempted replication of key results using multiple estimation techniques.

3. The submission of papers that conduct replication, fragility, or sensitivity studies of empirical work that has appeared in major developmental journals is encouraged. Submissions that confirm the results of prior work, as well as those that do not, are welcome. The editors are especially interested in studies that examine the robustness of past work to choice of analysis sample, variable definition, functional form assumptions, estimation techniques, and other aspects of study design and data analysis. Studies that test results of published work using different data sets are also of interest. Authors may query the editors in advance to determine whether specific studies are suitable.

Explicit replications could be published in a section similar to the Brief Reports that *Developmental Psychology* used to offer. Additionally, editors could call for articles for special sections containing robustness checks and extensions of key published articles. Michael Foster (2010), then an associate editor at *Developmental Psychology*, organized such an effort for replications and extensions of the Duncan et al. (2007) analysis. Of the four articles in the section, two analyzed new data sets, whereas others introduced new measures or moderators into the analyses.

The inclusion of viable within-study robustness practices would need to be adopted as review criteria by editors and associate editors. Rather than mandate such a step, it would be productive to engage in conversations aimed at reaching an editorial consensus. The results would be the discipline’s explicit perspective regarding the proper balance between the virtues of a larger number of novel, but potentially fragile, results and the value of a smaller amount of durable disciplinary knowledge and insight.
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